
Chapter 8
Digital Preservation Metadata Practice
for Disk Image Access

Alexandra Chassanoff, Kam Woods and Christopher A. Lee

8.1 Introduction

Many libraries, archives, and museums (hereafter referred to as LAMs) are now
regularly acquiring, processing, and analyzing born-digital materials. In a 2010
OCLC Research Survey of Special Collections and Archives, nearly 80 % of
respondents reported collecting born-digital materials in one or more formats [1].
Materials exist on a variety of source media, including flash drives, hard drives,
floppy disks, and optical media.

Extracting disk images (i.e., sector-by-sector copies of digital media) is an
increasingly common practice in LAMs. It can be essential to ensuring provenance,
original order, and chain of custody [2]. Disk images allow users to explore and
interact with the original data without the risk of permanent alteration. These
replicas help institutions to safeguard against modifications to the underlying data
that can occur when a file system contained on a storage medium is mounted, or a
bootable medium is powered up.

Retention of disk images can substantially reduce preservation risks. Digital
storage media become progressively difficult (or impossible) to read over time, due
to “bit rot,” obsolescence of media, and reduced availability of devices to read
them. Simply copying the allocated files off a disk and discarding the storage
carrier, however, can be problematic. The ability to access and render the content of
files can depend upon the presence of other data that reside on the disk. These
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dependencies are often not obvious upon first inspection and may only be dis-
covered after the original medium is no longer readable or available. Disk images
also enable a wide range of potential access approaches, including dynamic
browsing of disk images [3] and emulation of earlier computing platforms.

Disk images often contain residual data, which may consist of previously hidden
or deleted files [4]. Residual data can be valuable for scholars interested in learning
about the context of creation. Traces of activities undertaken in the original envi-
ronment—for example, identifying removable media connected to a host machine
or finding contents of browser caches—can provide additional sources of infor-
mation for researchers and facilitate the preservation of materials [5].

Digital forensic tools can be used to create disk images in a wide range of
formats. These include raw files (such as those produced by the Unix tool dd),
forensic formats such as the Encase image file format (E01) [6] and Advanced
Forensic Format (AFF) [7], and platform-specific formats such as Apple Disk
Image files (.dmg) [8].

8.2 Disk Images as Digital Objects

Disk images have an internal structure that is different from other kinds of digital
objects typically found in repositories. Within a single disk image file, one finds one
or more file systems comprised of many files, file system metadata such as
timestamps and file access permissions, and various forms of trace data (discussed
above). Software can access the contents of a disk image in the following ways:

• through mounting and navigating the file system(s), encountering the data as
files and directories;

• by bypassing the file system and retrieving data based on an offset (number of
bytes) into the disk image as a bitstream; or

• through using information recorded by the file system to identify contiguous or
non-contiguous runs of bytes on the disk corresponding to individual files, and
reconstructing the contents of those files.

There are various types of metadata that can be associated with disk images
packaged in forensic formats. In this chapter, we emphasize three different types:
(1) forensic tool metadata generated during acquisition, processing, and analysis of
disk images; (2) source metadata, or characteristics relating to the original physical
media; and (3) metadata about the content of the disk image (e.g., patterns of
interest, file system attributes). Forensic tool output can capture all three types of
metadata, documenting specific events (such as disk image creation) and persistent
state information related to the original medium and its content. For example, the
creation of a disk image using Guymager [9], an open source disk imaging tool, will
result in the following output:

• name and version of the software used to create the disk image;
• cryptographic hash (MD5 and/or SHA256) of the raw disk image bitstream;
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• time of acquisition; and
• technical characteristics of the original medium (e.g., whether it was removable

or fixed, and exact size in bytes).

This metadata is automatically stored in a plaintext log file produced by
Guymager. If the user generates a forensically packaged disk image (in the E01 or
AFF format), the metadata will also be embedded in the image file. In the case of
the forensic formats, optional user-supplied metadata may also be stored in the file,
including a case number, an evidence number, a unique description, the name of the
case examiner, and any additional notes.1

Information about file system contents on source media can also be extracted
using forensic tools. Open source tools such as fiwalk [10] can provide significant
insight about the file system(s) and files on the disk by analyzing and creating
reports from file system metadata. Fiwalk captures information including

• user-level permissions2; access permissions;
• size of files and length of contents;
• timestamps that document when file contents were last modified, accessed, or

changed;
• number of partitions on the disk;
• file system(s) on the partitions; and
• whether a file was accessible to users or marked as deleted.

When run against a disk or disk image, fiwalk writes the above metadata to a file
in the form of Digital Forensics XML. DFXML is a container for file-level system
metadata which was originally developed by Simson Garfinkel to enable exchange
of forensic metadata [11].

8.3 Case Study: Using BitCurator to Meet Preservation
and Access Goals for LAMS

Two central challenges for LAMs are preserving and providing long-term access to
born-digital materials. During the past 5 years, a variety of workflows and strategies
have emerged [12–14].

The BitCurator open source digital forensics software environment was devel-
oped during the course of a 3-year, grant-funded applied research project, which ran

1Terminology reflected in forensic tools is often based on the assumption that they are being used
for legal investigations. LAMs can adopt their own conventions for use of these metadata ele-
ments, e.g., using acquisition number in the place of “evidence number” and processing archivist
in the place of “case examiner”.
2Permissions are printed as Unix-style permission values; file systems with more complex per-
missions models (such as NTFS) require additional information from the operating system in order
to decode those values.
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from 2011 to 2014 and was funded through the Andrew Mellon Foundation3 [15].
The BitCurator environment can be used to acquire, process, and analyze disk
images. Software development has focused on supporting curatorial tasks in LAM
workflows related to long-term access and preservation of born-digital materials.
One goal of the project was to ensure that metadata captured from and about disk
images could be easily ingested and stored in a variety of repository environments.
The BitCurator environment is currently maintained and supported by the
BitCurator Consortium, which was officially launched in August 2014 [16].
A follow-on project, called BitCurator Access (2014–2016), also funded by the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, is developing tools and methods to provide and
mediate public access to data stored in and extracted from disk images [17].

Disk images can present intellectual challenges for repositories deciding how
best to manage access to born-digital materials. Digital objects exist simultaneously
at several different levels of representation, which have implications for future
access [18]. A disk image can be understood as a representation of source media,
documenting the file systems and files found on the original removable media. At
the same time, a disk image can also be understood as a representation of processes
related to disk image creation, recording information about the capture of the
original bitstream. Repositories should consider which levels of representation they
might want to document and potentially expose to users. For example, a researcher
might want to navigate the file system of a disk, view a specific JPEG file in an
application, and examine the EXIF metadata embedded in that file. Repositories
must also decide what levels of representation they want to target for preservation,
and consider the implications those decisions may have on providing access to
materials. They may choose to preserve an entire disk image, extract individual files
from the image, or a combination of both.

8.3.1 Using PREMIS to Capture Forensic Tool Output
as Preservation Scenarios

The BitCurator environment supports four main functions related to archival
workflow: forensic disk imaging, forensic processing and identification of poten-
tially identifiable information (PII), data triage, and metadata export.4 These actions
usually take place prior to archival ingest (as the environment itself is not a
preservation or collection management system). Our PREMIS [19] implementation
emphasizes flexibility in export, providing simple XML structures that may be
easily incorporated into, or transformed for, localized implementations. At the time
of the writing (early 2016), BitCurator outputs PREMIS version 2.0 [20], and so are

3To learn more about the BitCurator project, see: http://www.bitcurator.net/bitcurator/.
4For an in-depth explanation of each area, please visit: http://wiki.bitcurator.net/index.php?title=
BitCurator_and_Archival_Workflows.
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the XML samples provided here. PREMIS 3.0 changes are highlighted whenever
relevant.

In our implementation design, we treat the disk image as a PREMIS Object and
use the PREMIS Event model to capture metadata about disk image capture,
analysis, and report generation. Choosing to make the disk image the preservation
target enabled us to design for capture and storage of metadata related to both the
original media and the creation process. This design does not advocate for specific
implementations of the PREMIS metadata schema or specific kinds of preservation
strategies. Rather, the goal of our PREMIS encoding has been to document useful
technical characteristics of the disk image regardless of disk image format.

In the BitCurator implementation, the disk image file is encoded as a PREMIS
Object (see Fig. 8.1). PREMIS Events correspond to actions related to the newly
created disk image (e.g., image capture via Guymager [9], analysis of file-level
system metadata via fiwalk [10]). Our approach is similar in design to that of
Archivematica, which employs PREMIS primarily as a means for logging events.5

To date, we have implemented four PREMIS Event types to record the capture
and analysis of disk images (see Fig. 8.2). The initial four events were chosen to
reflect what we believed to be common targets for preservation institutions. Each
scenario corresponds to output generated from tools available in the BitCurator
environment; however, they can be parameterized to accommodate other tool
output as needed. The BitCurator environment tools do not generate Agent or
Rights metadata, as these will vary significantly across repositories, and it is pre-
sumed that those metadata will be generated by other tools or processes.

The PREMIS output produced by the BitCurator environment is compliant with
the PREMIS 3.0 standard. As the PREMIS standard remains in development, the
following examples are shown only as discrete XML subtrees rather than as part of
the XSD-compliant document produced by BitCurator.

An example of a PREMIS Object corresponding to a disk image is shown in
Fig. 8.3. It includes the file system path and file name corresponding to the captured

Semantic component Sample value(s) Derived from 
objectIdentifierType UUID Running libUUID
messageDigestAlgorithm SHA256 Guymager output info.txt
messageDigest F22c693ef1a40e390d0e71f Guymager output info.txt
size 2000398934016 (2.0 TB) Guymager output info.txt
formatName Advanced Forensics Format 

v3
Guymager output info.txt

Fig. 8.1 A disk image represented as a PREMIS Object (UUIDs were chosen as identifiers as
they are ubiquitous, independent, and easily replaceable from underlying software libraries part of
the BitCurator environment)

5Archivematica is an open source digital preservation system developed and maintained by
Artefactual Systems. A sample of Archivematica PREMIS Event encodings can be found at:
https://www.archivematica.org/wiki/PREMIS_metadata:_events. See also Chap. 16 in this book.
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image in the BitCurator environment, along with a UUID generated by the
reporting and PREMIS generation tool.

Additional object characteristics and fixity information are not encoded in this
object, but may include size, cryptographic hashes, format name and type, format
registry associations, and other relevant technical metadata. Depending on the
degree of replication desired, these may be added to the PREMIS Object upon
transfer to the preservation environment or stored separately in a database or static
file. In our implementation, some of these values are preserved in the “Capture”
event.

An example of a disk image capture Event in PREMIS is shown in Fig. 8.4. As
with the associated object, a UUID is generated for the capture event. The
eventDetail tag points to the location of the newly created disk image, while the
eventOutcome and eventOutcomeDetail tags are employed to describe the type of
disk image produced (in this case, an Encase image file format image) and the

PREMIS entity Event Type Action
Event Image capture Creation of a disk image [using 

Guymager]
Event File system analysis Extraction of information from the 

file system [using fiwalk]
Event Stream-based feature analysis Identification of features of interest 

[using bulk_extractor]
Event Report generation Collating intermediate forensic 

metadata into actionable, human 
reports

Fig. 8.2 PREMIS Events with associated scenarios and actions

<object>

<objectIdentifier>

<objectIdentifierType>UUID</objectIdentifierType>

<objectIdentifierValue>0943f0c6-79ba-11e4-8143-

08002743597f</objectIdentifierValue>

</objectIdentifier>

...

<originalName>/home/bcadmin/Desktop/jo-work-usb-2009-12-

11.E01</originalName>

</object>

Fig. 8.3 Partial encoding of a disk image as a PREMIS Object
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version of the software library used to produce that image. Whenever possible,
event timestamps are recorded in an ISO 8601-compliant format to avoid ambi-
guity. Note that one could also establish a link between the PREMIS Object and the
image capture event by employing the linkingObjectIdentifier tag.

An example of a PREMIS Event corresponding to file system analysis using the
fiwalk tool is shown in Fig. 8.5. The fiwalk tool [10] produces as output an XML
document describing the contents of the file system(s) on disk. Note that (as with
the event associated with running bulk_extractor shown later in Fig. 8.6), an
eventDetail is included that describes the command line sequence necessary to
replicate the operation. This detail may be useful to both researchers and repository
staff, as the tool itself has a wide range of optional settings.

Many events likely to occur within the digital curation lifecycle of an object
have easily described outcomes (e.g., “do these checksums match?”). Others may
produce a large amount of output that is not necessarily appropriate to record as
metadata. For example, one of the tools incorporated into the BitCurator environ-
ment is Simson Garfinkel’s bulk_extractor [21], which is a tool that scans the
contents of disk images or directories of files to find a variety of potentially sen-
sitive patterns of data (e.g., credit card numbers, social security numbers, EXIF
metadata elements, email addresses). Figure 8.6 provides an example of a PREMIS
Event corresponding to block-level analysis of a disk image using bulk_extractor.
Comparison of two bulk_extractor scans executed at different times may be con-
ducted to determine if the contents of a particular disk image object have changed.

<event>
<eventIdentifier>

<eventIdentifierType>UUID</eventIdentifierType>
<eventIdentifierValue>40fb1638-8703-11e4-bc63-

0800274cbb73</eventIdentifierValue>
</eventIdentifier>
<eventType>Capture</eventType>
<eventDetail>/home/bcadmin/Desktop/jo-work-usb-

2009-12-11.E01
</eventDetail>
<eventDateTime>2011-01-19T12:09:31</eventDateTime>
<eventOutcomeInformation>

<eventOutcome>Completed</eventOutcome>
<eventOutcomeDetail>Version: 20100226, Image 

size: 118233120</eventOutcomeDetail>
</eventOutcomeInformation>

</event>

Fig. 8.4 Disk image capture as a PREMIS Event (This example is in PREMIS 2. In PREMIS 3,
eventDetail is nested inside a repeatable eventDetailInformation container)
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<event>
<eventIdentifier>
<eventIdentifierType>UUID</eventIdentifierType>
<eventIdentifierValue>4839f20c-8703-11e4-a280-

0800274cbb73</eventIdentifierValue>
</eventIdentifier>
<eventType>File System Analysis</eventType>
<eventDetail>fiwalk -f -X

/home/bcadmin/Desktop/bcrep7/fiwalk-output.xml
/home/bcadmin/Desktop/jo-work-usb-2009-12-
11.E01</eventDetail>

<eventDateTime>2014-12-18T22:14:37Z</eventDateTime>
<eventOutcomeInformation>
<eventOutcome>Completed</eventOutcome>
<eventOutcomeDetail>Produced DFXML file:

/home/bcadmin/Desktop/bcreports/fiwalk-
output.xml</eventOutcomeDetail>

</eventOutcomeInformation>
</event>

Fig. 8.5 File system analysis as a PREMIS Event (This example is in PREMIS 2. In PREMIS 3,
eventDetail is nested inside a repeatable eventDetailInformation container)

<event>
<eventIdentifier>
<eventIdentifierType>UUID</eventIdentifierType>
<eventIdentifierValue>483b4774-8703-11e4-a280-

0800274cbb73</eventIdentifierValue>
</eventIdentifier>
<eventType>Feature Stream Analysis</eventType>
<eventDetail>bulk_extractor -o

/home/bcadmin/Desktop/beout /home/bcadmin/Desktop/jo-
work-usb-2009-12-11.E01</eventDetail>

<eventDateTime>2014-12-
18T00:49:02Z</eventDateTime>

<eventOutcomeInformation>
<eventOutcome>Completed</eventOutcome>
<eventOutcomeDetail>Produced bulk extractor fea-

ture files and XML report /home/bcadmin/Desktop/beout/
</eventOutcomeDetail>

</eventOutcomeInformation>
</event>

Fig. 8.6 Feature analysis as a PREMIS Event
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The changes are not recorded in the PREMIS record, but knowledge of the fact that
the tool was executed at a previous point may be useful in determining when these
changes may have occurred, particularly if the tool output is retained elsewhere in
storage.

The PREMIS Objects and Events produced by the BitCurator environment are
intended to simplify pre-ingest activities conducted by repositories, allowing them
to make informed decisions about where and how to store disk image capture and
processing metadata while providing flexibility with respect to the tools used to
capture a disk image. As such, the encoding uses only the core PREMIS XML
namespace and descriptive vocabulary.

8.3.2 Recommendations for Future Work

The BitCurator environment output generates PREMIS elements that we consider
to be essential: an object with a corresponding UUID; an event corresponding to a
demarcation of the contents of the file system(s); an event corresponding to
block-level analysis of the disk (particularly to itemize sensitive data and items not
extant within the file system); and an event describing an analysis of the disk image
blocks for features of interest. PREMIS metadata captured for born-digital objects
such as disk images could be stored within a repository (1) as XML (or other static
encodings), (2) in a database (and exported as static encoding in special circum-
stances such as transfer between sites), or (3) both static encoding and within a
database.6

Many additional events may be of interest to archives intending to preserve disk
images, including virus scans—both of the disk image file itself and of the contents
of file system(s) contained within the disk image—and regular checksum verifi-
cations. These types of events are not currently recorded in the BitCurator envi-
ronment, as we expect those tasks to be performed within other systems. Options to
record these events may be made available at the request of the user community in
future releases.

Accurate and unambiguous timestamps are important records of provenance, and
there are some actions for which the timestamp of an event and the timestamp
corresponding to the creation of (or addition to) the PREMIS record may differ
significantly. For example, the disk image capture timestamp recorded by the
BitCurator environment corresponds to the time when the disk image file was
created and is extracted from the disk image file itself (when working with forensic
disk image formats) or the capture utility log file (when working with raw disk

6For example, in terms of the Reference Model for an Open Archival Information System (OAIS)
[22], the static encoding could reside in Archival Storage, while the database encoding could be
used for Data Management and Access. Such implementation options are further discussed in
Chap. 18 on Conformance with PREMIS.
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images). The creation timestamp of the PREMIS metadata is not recorded. Future
implementations may record two distinct timestamps to remove any ambiguity.

Quantifying successes and failures for many tools can require judgment calls by
qualified digital curation professionals. Verifying a checksum for a file is a simple
case; the checksums either match or are different. In the events described in the
previous sections, however, the conditions for success are fuzzier. For example,
fiwalk will often “successfully” complete whether or not it is able to extract a
meaningful record of the contents of file system(s) on a disk image. Likewise,
bulk_extractor will simply report items of interest it has discovered. Knowing
whether this output is useful (and whether it has changed between separate exe-
cutions of a given tool) depends on comparison of the output between the two runs,
information not currently recorded in the PREMIS document. In the BitCurator
implementation, events are often recorded as having completed, rather than as
having succeeded, to avoid ambiguity. Future iterations of the implementation may
include more nuanced descriptions of event outcomes.
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